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KMG Global Crew and Editorial Talent 

 
KMG Global Crew and Editorial talent is a global directory for specialist natural history filmmakers. 

KMG works with topside and underwater DoP’s, camera operators, 2nd camera, assistants, drone pilots, 
safety support, fixers, researchers, assistant producers and producer/ directors. 

 
This free of charge suggestion service supports production companies to work more efficiently when 

looking for specialist skill sets, and more sustainably when looking for location crew. 
 

 
How it works 
In short – you let KMG know the job role, skills, and experience that you are looking for, and KMG will 
send you suitable suggestions, where you can then get directly in touch with crew / editorial talent! All 
information is kept confidential and NDA’s can be signed where requested. 
 
The KMG directory holds detailed profiles including location, skills, experience, CV’s, showreels, credits, 
etc. All crews and editorial talent are vetted by KMG. 
 
Where suitable suggestions are found in response to a job enquiry, KMG will pass on the crew / editorial 
talents details to the production company, where the production can reach out directly. After this KMG is 
no longer involved. KMG members are alerted to say their information has been passed to a production, 
but never with details as to who, to maintain production confidentiality.  
 
 
Key Features of the KMG Global Directory 

- KMG has a custom designed app for crew and editorial talent to input highly detailed information 
on their skills, experience, qualifications, kit, area and species specialisms, etc, where only 
relevant information is sent to the production in response to a job enquiry. 

- This platform is carefully managed and KMG keeps in touch with members to ensure all 
information is kept updated, and is always looking for new crew and editorial talent. 

- Locations calendar to explore shoot shares 
 
 
Other 
Available for all - get discounts on accountancy fees, insurance premiums, drone agency membership, 
and non-technical diving course here 
 

 
Fees 

There are no fees! This is a completely free service for production to use, as 
KMG members pay an annual subscription fee to be part of the directory.  
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